Shanghai Quartet

35 years after its formation, the ensemble continues to promote chamber music to audiences around the world.
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The Shanghai Quartet celebrates its 35th anniversary during the 2018–19 season by performing eight complete Beethoven cycles around the world. The players speak to Charlotte Smith about forming at a time when Western chamber music was barely understood in their native China, and about promoting the art form to Chinese audiences and students today.
When we formed the Shanghai Quartet in 1983 chamber music in China was almost non-existent," says the ensemble's first violinist Weigang Li. "Western music had been introduced to the country in the 1920s and 30s, and the first generation of classical musicians included my grandfather, a violinist, who played in a quartet with Yo-Yo Ma's father (also a violinist) before the latter moved to Paris. But most Chinese musicians, even by the 1980s, simply weren't aware of the scope and depth of this fantastic repertoire."

Li is speaking to me at the 2018 Shanghai Isaac Stern International Violin Competition, where he is serving as a jury member. His fellow quartet members are here too, providing the professional element for the chamber music round.

The significance of the Stern name is not lost on Li, who in 1979, at the age of 15, was featured in the Oscar-winning documentary From Mao to Mozart: Isaac Stern in China. Meeting and playing for Stern was a momentous event for the violinist, who at the time was a student at the Shanghai Conservatory Middle School. Just two years later he was selected for a year-long cultural exchange programme with the San Francisco Conservatory of Music, an eye-opening trip which introduced him to Robert Mann (later a teacher), Nathan Milstein, Henryk Szeryng and Efrem Zimbalist."

Thus, when the Chinese Cultural Ministry announced a chamber music competition for students of the major Chinese conservatories in 1983 – the prize being the chance to compete in the 1985 Parnassus International String Quartet Competition (now the Wigmore Hall International String Quartet Competition) in the UK – Li was unable to ignore the opportunity. I was a third-year student at the Shanghai Conservatory of Music and my brother Honggang Li was also a violin student," he explains. "We found a decent violist and cellist with the intention of working hard for a year in the lead-up to the first contest. We had no serious…"
ambitions to form a professional group. All we wanted was the chance to visit England – where none of us had ever been – for three weeks! We had no idea how to prepare, so we grabbed every teacher who came through the conservatory. It became more and more serious to the point that we would rehearse for five to seven hours every day. We worked especially on intonation because we realized this was particularly hard to get right, eventually tuning note by note. Looking back, that sounds crazy, but we didn’t have any fundamental principles from which to work. All we had was our intuition and relatively good ears.

The strategy worked: the ensemble won not only the Chinese competition but also second prize at the Portsmouth contest. “Stunned,” Shokhina, who was a jury member and later became our teacher at Northern Illinois University, said our Mozart was the best. I was so flattered that a Chinese quartet could play Mozart better than the Europeans! We weren’t at all upset with second prize – it was a God-given win, winning first prize would have meant an instant schedule of 55 concerts over the next year and we simply weren’t ready to become professionals. But winning second put us in good stead going back to China. All of a sudden we were in the newspapers and magazines because the Chinese had never won any prizes in chamber music before, and they still treated music very much as a sport.”

Now, more than three decades later, the Shanghai Quartet is not only a leading name in Chinese chamber music but has made its highly respected mark on the world stage, with more than 30 albums to its name on labels including Delos, Camerata, Navos, BIS and Warner, and a reputation for working closely with contemporary composers such as Krzysztof Penderecki and Tan Dun. Of particular note is the ensemble’s ability to straddle the divide between Eastern and Western music, helped in no small part by second violinist Yi-Wen Jiang’s compositional and arranging ability. To date, the group’s most successful album has been Chinesesongs (Delos, recorded in 2002), a disc of traditional and popular Chinese folk songs arranged by Jiang for string quartet, but there have also been the complete Beethoven string quartets on six albums (Camerata, recorded between 2005 and 2009) and recordings of Schumann, Dvořák, Brahms and Mozart.

Listening to the ensemble perform at the annual Jacqueline du Pré Charity Concert at London’s Wigmore Hall in February 2019, one could hear all facets of its craft on fine display. The line-up has changed somewhat since its formation; while the Li brothers remain, Honggang is now the group’s violist, a role he assumed in 1994 when Jiang joined the quartet; US cellist Nicholas Tavares, the group’s only non-Chinese player, came on board in 2000. The four performed their programme of Haydn, Beethoven and Brahms with an admirable sense of ensemble and a lush Romanticism even in the lighter Haydn work. The brothers Li acted as a counterbalance to this, with a lighter and more delicate tone, which was suitably refreshing against the deep earthiness of Tavares’s cello. This worked particularly well in the three selections from the Chinesesongs album in which melodies are passed between first and second violin and viola in a charming and egalitarian arrangement designed to showcase the group’s different voices.

More than three decades after its formation the quartet continues to play the role of ambassador between Chinese and Western musical styles – as evidenced by the Wigmore audience’s delighted response to the folk arrangements. It’s appropriate, then, that in its anniversary year the quartet is performing eight complete Beethoven cycles around the world, including in several Chinese cities less accustomed to chamber music concerts. “We have performed Beethoven in Shanghai and Beijing before, of course,” explains Weigang Li, “but there the audiences are more familiar with Western classical music. They are growing very fast and becoming more discerning in their demands for quality performances. I was surprised, though, when third-tier cities such as Tianjin, Wuhu and Changsha – still each with three or four million people – said yes to the Beethoven. Ten years ago I would not have been able to programme these cycles anywhere other than Shanghai and Beijing. Even more surprisingly, audiences for each concert thus far have numbered at least a thousand people, which is more than you would play to at a standard recital in America.”

Yet there is still more work to be done, according to second violinist Jiang, who speaks to me over the phone in September 2018 from New York’s JFK airport while waiting with his colleagues to catch a flight to Beijing. The first time we played Beethoven in China it felt like we were premiering these works. I remember a Chinese composer came backstage after our performance and said, “My God! This music is so wonderful! I don’t think anyone else should ever compose after that.” The impact was so overwhelming that we wanted to expand our reach for our 35th celebration. My mission is to introduce the greatness of Beethoven. Of course, Western music has taken off in China, but I still think there is only a very small group of people there who really know about the culture of Western music and its philosophy. To this day, the preference is for surface spectacle. Everything has to be an enormous extravaganza – a big opera or
a starry maestro. But what, really, do you gain from that? If you don’t know the Beethoven quartets, how can you say you know about classical music?"

With this in mind, the Shanghai members – as guest professors at the Central Conservatory of Music in Beijing and the Shanghai Conservatory – are taking an active role in training a new generation of Chinese musicians. It’s still a work in progress, according to Honggang Li, who also speaks to me from the airport. ‘Students in the East and West respond differently to chamber music coaching,’ he says. ‘We are also professors and artists-in-residence at Montclair State University in New Jersey, and even when the kids there are not that strong as individual instrumentalists, they all have an innate sense of how to play chamber music. In China you sometimes see incredibly advanced players who simply don’t know how to communicate in a chamber group. However, it is getting better.’

‘This new generation of Chinese students is very smart – they can sense straight away what they want,’ chips in Jiang. ‘They understand what is missing from their daily study and practice, and are eager to absorb everything. But they also want to be soloists and superstars and to “win”. They need to understand that even as a soloist, playing a single line, you will have a better understanding of musical textures, colours and harmonies – which will add to your own performance – if you have come from a chamber music background.’

When cellist Tzavaras comes to the phone, he expresses his agreement. ‘In the States there is a culture of appreciation for chamber music which has been passed on through the dominance of the Second Viennese School in US conservatoires. In China, chamber music is a part of students’ musical education, but it’s not at the forefront. The big orchestral concerts with soloists still dominate, and in terms of a career, chamber music isn’t really seen as an option – when you do encounter a professional ensemble, it’s usually associated with a conservatoire.

But we are seeing small seeds of growth, particularly in terms of audience interest. Certainly at the larger conservatoires students are starting to understand the value of becoming a good chamber musician, but it will probably take a generation or two for it to become a dominant musical form.

This change in attitude is being spearheaded by the Shanghai Symphony Orchestra and its conductor Long Yu, who has set up a formal partnership between his orchestra and the quartet musicians. Since 2009, all four members have served as guest principals of the orchestra for between four and six weeks every year. The collaboration serves not only to broaden the musical experiences of the quartet members, but more importantly to lend a chamber approach to the performing style of the full-time orchestral musicians. ‘We play full-scale orchestral concerts with them, but also smaller chamber concerts with members of the string and wind sections,’ explains Tzavaras. ‘We have even done some conductorless chamber concerts with the string section, which is very exciting. Long Yu understands, I think, the value of orchestral musicians thinking as fine chamber players. The better the player as a chamber musician, the better they will be in an orchestral setting, because a symphony should be treated as a large-scale chamber work.’

As long-term chamber musicians, the Shanghai players have appreciated the ‘eye-opening’ opportunity of playing in full-scale orchestral concerts in a broad range of repertoire and ‘of learning from wonderful conductors and their different colour palettes’, according to Tzavaras. Equally rejuvenating has been a special anniversary partnership with Beare’s International Violin Society, which has loaned the group a number of fine instruments for their Beethoven-cycle tour and beyond – currently Wöygang Li has the 1714 ‘Kneipel’ Grün Stradivari violin, Jiang a 1769 G.B. Giudagnini, Honggang Li a 1700 Matteo Gofriller viola and Tzavaras a 1710 Giuseppe Gennari ‘Bellas Andreae’ cello.

For Tzavaras, who usually performs on two contemporary instruments – one from the US and one from China – the change has been striking. ‘I think an older instrument has a lot of class and there’s a particular sound that comes with it – a burnished –
quality that I don’t think can always be recaptured by a recently made instrument,’ he says, ‘I feel I am able to produce more colours with this instrument, but I’m still a big fan of modern instruments as well.’ Wei gang Li agrees: ‘This Strad has a clarity of sound that I have rarely experienced from any instrument. That sound of your favourite violinist that you try to recreate in vain? It’s right here in this instrument! It allows me to cut through the texture of the quartet without too much volume.’

The loans are due to come to an end in December 2019, having already been extended, but for now, the instruments with their famous names are helping to attract audiences to the quartet’s performances, particularly in China, where Tiavaras likens their attraction to that of ‘driving a fancy car’.

So where does the quartet go to from here? There’s a possible Bartók cycle in the pipeline on the Camerata label, further collaborations with contemporary composers, and the recent publication of 38 Chinese folk arrangements by Jiang (including those from Chinamon) in sheet music form by the Hucsheng Company, meaning string players from both East and West now have access to these popular tunes in a classical-friendly format. If any group can make the case for popularising these works it’s the Shanghai players, as Tiavaras points out: ‘We are able to traverse the language of Chinese folk music and equally to convey the dialect of Western classical music. Musically and aurally, it’s an asset that separates us.’

Furthermore, the ensemble remains committed to making the case for the works of many and varied composers without arrogance or ego. ‘Once you put yourself ahead of the composer, it’s over,’ says Wei gang Li. ‘You may hear well-performed music, but it won’t be from the heart. We strongly believe in serving the composer; in being the medium to convey great works to an audience. It’s a philosophy directly at odds with the cult of the “star” that thus far has dominated Chinese classical music, yet one which has served the group well throughout its professional life. As the Shanghai Quartet’s influence continues to be felt, a new generation of young players may well follow in its footsteps.’
“Our schedule takes us around the world and consists of over a hundred concerts a year, teaching masterclasses, and judging competitions. We look for balance, power and clarity, and be it Thomastik-Infeld Vision Titanium Solo, Peter Infeld, Spirocore for viola and cello, or the new Versum cello strings—they all have a beautiful well-balanced, yet rich and powerful sound with long lasting overtones, and offer the different variety of colors a string quartet needs.”

The Shanghai Quartet

proudly plays PETER INFELD VISION, SPIROCORE and VERSUM